Source code analysis is important for software management. It enables us recognize strengths and weaknesses in our earlier projects or releases. We developed a source code analysis tool. This tool gathers several metrics from C/C++, C# or Java source codes. In this paper, we will use the tool to analyze some of the open source code projects. We will study the selected projects release evolutions and compare some characteristics between the same project releases, as well as among different projects. Different programming language code and development styles will be studied through those open source projects.
INTRODUCTION
The knowledge gathered by software metrics plays an important role in software management. This knowledge can be used to build classification or proxy models that can be used toward future projects or releases. A software metric tool helps us know the required information to build such models. The metrics that are gathered need to be compiled to make some hypothesis and assumptions about the model. Using rules similar to those rules used in data mining classification models, the more we apply this model, the more we can tune its assumptions and gain confident in its results.
The paper analyzes the results of some source code charts from selected open source available projects. Those projects will be studied through selected number of their releases. 
RELATED

GOALS AND APPROACHES
1. Study the relation between project releases and LOC size variation. We first studied how different projects LOC changes with the releases.
In traditional approaches, we should not see much of new lines of codes produced with the recent releases.
The diagram, however, shows an instability of the amount of new LOC produced, most of the projects tested, show an increase in a release and a decrease in the next one. However, this is expected in the case of open source projects where there is much of instability in terms of developers, their abilities, available time and other resources.
Study the LOC efficiency and
Declaration Percent of the total code size. Most of the projects studied have a steady LOC efficiency. This efficiency is almost the same for the different projects and it also does not vary for most of the time with releases progress. The efficiency percentage for most projects is between 70-80 %.
Initially, in Software automation development scenarios, we should have a low efficiency, where most of the lines are counted in LOC , but not in SLOC, as they are automatically generated by a code generation tool. We should have an increase for the efficiency with releases, or increase for SLOC lines from the total LOC lines.
The Declaration percentage of data declarations to the total code size indicates how much of the total code size is used for declarations, method headers and global variable. 5. Code distribution. We studied code distribution through dividing code into three parts : comment lines, declaration and global variable lines, and the last part is the rest of the source code.
5.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We are willing to explore more of the available open source codes in order to be able to make some hypotheses and be able to build software classification models. We will make more detailed studies to compare individual to company coding styles, and the common or different characteristics of coding among the different programming languages. 6. REFERENCES
